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Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
The original objective in 2016 and what has happened since  

Objective in 2016 

 Reflect the stronger focus on 

Provider Concerns in revised Pan 

London procedures 

 Consolidate different practice 

across London and suggest a 

core focus

 Get core members involved 

across London.

Where we are now: 

 Meeting in all Boroughs with core 

membership 

 Different names 

 Different reporting arrangements 

 Positive feedback across London, 

but all have a reactive focus. 
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1. Reactive and dealing with issues

2. They need to be linked into the health AND care system

3. Need to focus on reporting and analysis rather than just collation -

analysis will cover cost, quality and then needs to feed into work 

of the SAB

4. Implementation / quality improvement / contract management –

HAS Technology, S42 enquiries and provider failure 

Where we want to get to: 

 Build on good practice 

 Build on reactive focus and expand focus to proactive identification 

of issues for early intervention 

 Consolidate reporting arrangements.

Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
The feedback from the survey (2018) and LSAB, which framed the review
31 LAs responded (mainly commissioning leads)
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1. To co-ordinate responses to provider failure in the Adult Social 

Care market and significant quality issues 

2. To use information and data relating to triggers for declining quality 

in order to identify services that require early intervention and can 

therefore be tackled through a system lens

3. To share information on commissioning practice, changes and 

trends (in relation to service design, procurement or quality 

management) relevant to improving quality in the market.

Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
Overview of revised purpose 
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1. To co-ordinate responses to provider failure in the Adult Social Care 

market and significant quality issues 

 Proactively share concerns about providers, and 

 Work to develop aligned or integrated response plans 

Background and issues:

 Objective tweaked to more accurately reflect core function for current groups, and focus more 

clearly on Adult Social Care ‘care providers’ – rather than talking more generally about ‘the market’.  

 This is a practical change which reflects the membership, but it does raise a question about scope:  

this wouldn’t cover all SGA incidences, but proposal is to make links to other health quality groups 

e.g. at borough level and QSGs

 Final issue about scope is whether Panels should focus on in borough or all commissioned 

placements?  

Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
Proposed purpose – objective 1
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2. To use information and data relating to triggers for declining quality in 

order to identify services that require early intervention and can 

therefore be tackled through a system lens

 Develop local approaches to identifying data and ‘triggers’ for early 

intervention in services 

 Regionally, partners (health, council, CQC and NICE) will support this 

work identifying core ‘triggers’ and providing information and data to 

support local work.

Background and issues: 

 This has changed to create a clearer focus on the ‘triggers’ for poor quality in providers, rather than 

just looking at ‘trends and themes’. 

 The ‘triggers’ will be developed with partners, and need to have data aligned.  Starter for 10 that are 

being worked up:  

◦ Extensive period in RI or Inadequate / Downgrading of CQC rating - CQC data

◦ Section 42 enquiries relating to individual providers / sectors - National Safeguarding Adults Return

◦ Increase in admission to hospital - Health data 

◦ Longevity of the registered manager – NMDS, London ADASS minimum standards tbc.

◦ Others, e.g. food Hygiene ratings, which correlate to your Inspection ratings, but are carried out more frequently.

Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
Proposed purpose – objective 2
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1. To share information on commissioning practice, changes and 

trends (in relation to service design, procurement or quality 

management) relevant to improving quality in the market.

 Sharing information and data in relation to quality to identify themes and 

issues and improve understanding across organisations 

 Sharing information on changes to commissioned services where there 

might be an impact on other services and quality (positive or negative) 

 Sharing information on inspection, assurance and commissioning 

(across the commissioning cycle: analysis, service design and 

procurement) approaches to understand how they interact and impact in 

the Borough.  

Background and issues: 

 This objective has been refined after re-focusing objective 2. It now proposes, under a single 

objective, that QSIPs should have an explicit aim of improving general understanding of the ways in 

which quality is measured in that Borough, the way teams are organised to improve it and the local 

changes to services which may impact on quality. 

Quality Safeguarding and Information Panels
Proposed purpose – objective 3
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Borough: 

 Reporting to Safeguarding Adults Board (SAB), but with links to CCG quality group and ASC 

department management, and DASS/CQC meeting

 Core membership:  CCG, CQC, ASC commissioners, ASC SGA.  Police to be made more aware 

of local QSIP, but no proposal that they attend

 At least quarterly 

London: 

 Reference group set up to meet twice a year

 Membership similar to bespoke workshop, reps from: SAB Chairs, SAB Managers, CQC, 

Commissioning Network, LIEG

 Confirm hypotheses and ensure data can be produced 

 Oversee annual report to LSAB and London ASC commissioners (and others?   what about 

Health and CQC??) 

Sub regional:

 TBC, but London minimum quality standards have a sub-regional option, CQC have fed back 

usefulness 

 Potential to link to QSGs and put social care on the agenda there.

Quality, Safeguarding and Information Panels
Proposed draft framework – who and how often 



Market Insight Tool 

Prototypes 
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 How can we more effectively co-ordinate responses to 

provider failure in the Adult Social Care market and 

significant quality issues?

 To use information and data relating to triggers for 

declining quality in order to identify services that require 

early intervention and can therefore be tackled through a 

system lens
◦ What triggers should the Market Oversight Tool look at?

◦ How can we collect this data

◦ How to embed the approach locally 

Discussion 


